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About This Game

The third chapter in the RC Plane series reaches PC world bringing a whole new engine, custom realistic flight physics and huge
scenarios to explore at real RC Plane scale.

Learn to fly a large (and growing) selection of RC Planes in huge and beautiful scenarios rich of detail.
Grab an easy flier to enjoy a majestic sunset over the hills of Tuscany or hop in a fast stunt plane to fly through barns and high

voltage pylons.
Practice landings, stunts, wind handling and cow scaring or compete on global leaderboards across the many challenging game

modes.

RC Plane 3 was built from the very beginning with multi-platform support in mind, so while the series originated on mobile, we
tried to strike some kind of balance between PC and mobile experiences, with core gameplay shared across all platforms, but
many platform specific improvements too. We are a very small team, so don't expect impressive graphics, but hopefully you'll

appreciate the general experience and feel the "Joy of flight".
Designed to be expanded and grow radically during it's life time, expect a constant flow of updates and DLC from RC Plane 3,
bringing improvements, new game modes, vehicles and scenarios (and bug fixes..). While not officially in early access, you can
sort of consider it so, in the sense that we are committed to continue improving the experience and fix bugs as we discover them

(with your help possibly).

RC Plane is a "Freemium" game, don't hate us too much for this, it comes with a lot of completely free content while DLC's
help us sustain game constant development, growth and improvement, plus users get to try a lot of the game before deciding if

they are willing to invest into it.
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Or, purchase the "Complete Edition" DLC which will unlock all current and future content with you never having to worry
about a DLC anymore.

FEATURES:
- Realistic custom flight physics using am hybrid blade element theory approach.

- Real-life electronic stabilization techniques help beginners get into the world of real RC Plane flying with same kind of
electronic assists you can find on modern RC Planes.

- Custom account system allowing users to carry their progress and unlocked content across all supported platforms.*
- Arcade Physics to enjoy a much slower paced flight as in the original RC Plane games.

- Two free scenarios available.
- Huge "Tuscany" scenario with a 4x4 mile environment to explore at a micro scale.

- Realistic FPV and ground camera modes available for pros.
- User editable FPV camera field of view to replicate real life cameras.

- Rich soundscape and beautiful, original soundtrack.
- Up to 6 players online (multiplatform) free flight, team death-match, Air Show and other soon coming game modes.

- Combat Survival game modes have you dogfight against realistic AI opponents.
- Many leaderboards and challenging game modes to compete on.

- King of the week competition grants you a chance for global weekly glory !
- A growing list of game modes and vehicles.

- Thermal air current simulation for realistic glider flight
- Drone simulation.

- Realtime illumination with realistic Night and Day cycles.
- Multiplatform global leaderboards and achievements.

- Much, much more to discover in-game.
- VR Support possibly coming, we had oculus dev kit running fine but currently on hold. Hope to better coordinate with

community on this.

We'd love to hear your feedback and ideas as we plan to continue adding content and improve RC Plane 3, so please post and
share on our forums, comments sections, Facebook , Twitter, Email or even smoke signals :).

*We, by design, allow users to share their DLC purchases across all platforms supported by RC Plane 3, unfortunately we can't
guarantee that this support will continue on all platforms as it might violate possible interpretations of some app stores policies.

We will continue doing what's possible in this regard, and currently all platforms are supported.
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Title: RC Plane 3
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
FrozenPepper S.R.L
Publisher:
FrozenPepper S.R.L.
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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